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1. . The Background
Strategic Cities Development Program (SCDP) was launched by Ministry of Urban Development,
Water Supply and Drainage (MoUDWSD) Sri Lanka with the financial assistance from the World
Bank (WB). Kandy and Galle cities development are implemented under the 1st phase as pilot
cities. Both cities possess historical and cultural significance where untapped potential to
attract local and international tourists in the longer run. Galle City Development Program
(GCDP) has designed to upgrade the Galle city and several sub projects have been identified
focusing on project aims. Moragoda Ela (canal) rehabilitation and improvement is one of main
sub projects under GCDP to mitigate the flood effects of Galle city. Moragoda canal is situated
in the eastern direction of Galle City and flows through the Municipal Council Area of the Galle
city. Its coordinates are 601’60” N and 80013’60” E. Moragoda canal starts from Nariduwawatta
area in the Bope-Poddala Divisional Secretariat Division (DSD) and it is fed with drain water in
Justinkanda and Uluwitike areas. The canal ends at Maagalle near the Galle harbour. The total
length of the canal is 6 km, of which 4.3 Km. is planned to be developed under the SCDP.
The Canal flows through nine GramaNiladari Divisions (GNDs) of Kadawathsathara DSD and two
GNDs in BopePoddala DSD. Proposed development activities affect to nine GNDs of
Kadawathsathara DSD.
Map 01: Galle Municipal Council Area and Moragoda Canal
Moragoda Canal
Moragaoda Canal
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1.1 Moragoda Canal Rehabilitation Project
Intervention of the SCDP is confined to the rehabilitation of 4.3 Km of Moragoda canal,
by cleaning and strengthening the canal banks and developing a service road that will
provides access to the maintenance of the canal in future. There is no canal reservation
demarcated and maintained by the Southern Province Irrigation Department. For a service road
4.5m width will be constructed on the left bank (from 0+0km to 2+350km) as well as right bank
(from 2+350km to 4+300km) of the canal. The opposite side (bank) of the canal service road
will be preserved as a buffer zone to prevent canal being encroached and garbage disposal.
Affected Persons will be those living within these earmarked boundaries.
There are 203 project affected households (PAH) located on both sides of the canal and the
main cause of polluting the canal is the disposal of garbage, sewerage and waste water to
the canal by these residents. There is no proper system established for garbage collection and
removal. Therefore GMC has the responsibility to address this issue of pollution and ensure
proper maintenance of the canal. Many sub canals and drains linked to Moragoda canal are
chemical as well as biologically polluted due to dump of solid wastes to canals and discharge
the waste water directly to the canals by surrounding community. Some residents discharge
the sewerage water to canals. This has created a severe environmental and health issue to
the people in the GMC area. Moragoda Canal Rehabilitation subproject is proposed to address
the above issues.
Plate 01: Current Status of MoragodaEla
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1.2 Re-alignment of Bridges at Moragoda Canal
The above situation has been further aggravated during the rainy seasons where the
non-degradable waste materials get blocked in the narrow bridges of the Moragoda canal
resulting the whole area gets flooded and creating a vulnerable situation for the people
of the area, especially for children. There are eleven bridges over the Moragoda canal and
eight of them affect the canal flowing leading to flooding specially due to narrow span and low
soffit level of these eight bridges. Designers have proposed to reconstruct five out of those
eight bridges and rehabilitate the balance three bridges. Reconstruction of three bridges out
of five is a separate sub project in the Galle City development project.
The social screening was based on primary data collected during field visits and discussions
conducted with the affected people. The data collected included land and other assets
need to be temporarily or permanently acquired, ownership of properties, actual losses
of land and structures, other alternatives to be considered to minimize adverse impacts and
the willingness of the affected families and relevant stakeholders to support the
implementation of the proposed project. Relevant secondary data was collected from the
Department of Irrigation , Divisional secretariat and the Galle Municipal Council. This Social
Screening Report (SSR) is included with the background of SCDP intervention in Galle,
subproject description of reconstruction of three bridges at Moragoda canal, justification of
subproject, social screening check list, identified social safeguard issues, proposed mitigations
measures and the conclusion of the SSR.
The Project Partner Agencies (PPAs) of the Moragoda canal rehabilitation are the Provincial
Irrigation Department and the Galle Municipal Council. But re-construction of bridges will be
planned as a separate subproject and the PPAs are Road Development Authority (RDA) and
GMC as the existing bridges are owned and maintained by these institutions.
Architectural designs, structural designs, BOQ, Estimates and Tender documents of this
subproject are prepared by RDA- Kandy office and it has been proposed to implement as early
as possible.
The general objective of the proposed project is to initiate a sustainable solution for
preventing flood issue of the area and minimise prevailing traffic inconvenience during
peak hours of the day, especially in the mornings and afternoons.

2. Subproject Description
Basically five bridges have identified for reconstruction to overcome flood effect as they act as
bottleneck for canal flow. They are Kahaduwawatta, Beligaha, Samagiwatta, Milidduwa and
Kanampitiya. Of them Beligaha, Samagiwatta and Kanampitiya bridges have been identified for
reconstruction in 1st phase of the Bridges re-construction project. Flood effects is mainly
4

influenced for many GNDs of Kadawathsathara DSD and Deddugoda South, Deddugoda North,
Madawalamulla, Dangedara East, Maligaspe and Milidduwa Grama Niladari divisions are
mainly influenced by flood created by Moragoda canal overflow. Nearly 3,210 households
units, 502 business premises and 102 other buildings such as government institutions, religious
places, socio-cultural places etc. get affected due to flood while 1400 population in Bope
Poddala DSD is get affected by flooding.
Eventually, flood create considerable damages to administrative, business, education and
other day to day activities of GMC area community. Therefore flood mitigation program of GMC
area is an important factor to overcome the damage to national economy. Flood mitigation of
GMC area is implemented under several subprojects 01. Rehabilitation of Moaragoda Canal;
02. Re-construction of Bridges; 03. Rehabilitation of Cross drains linked to Moragoda canal; and
04. Rehabilitation of Kepu Ela, Moda ela and linked cross drains. SCDP has given priority to
construct three bridges and this will improve the canal flow and reducing floods while
improving connectivity to Galle town and other peripheral towns of the city limits
providing a great service to the people of the area.
Map 02: Bridges over the Moragoda Canal

The Following bridges across the MoragodaEla in Galle are to be planned to reconstruct.
2.1 Beligaha Bridge
This bridge is located near the Beligaha junction in Madawalamulla GND. The existing width of
the bridge is 3.6m, with a span of about 9.0m and a height of 1.4m MSL. Inadequate span for
canal flow causes flooding during rainy seasons. Telecom line and water supply line have
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placed along the bridge and these two lines are obstacle for canal flow too and one electricity
post belonging to CEB needs to be relocated. Shifting of these utilities will be implemented under the
cost of bridge re-construction subproject and it included to BOQ.

There are two business places, namely a Filling station and a Car sale located near the bridge
and one vacant land and gravel road adjacent to bridge. Of a total extent of 16.5 perches of
this land 0.7 perches will be affected. Presently this property has been rented out for a car
sale and this land plot is to be acquired under Moragoda Ela rehabilitation Project. Land
acquisition process for Moragoda Ela has already been started. This affected land plot is
planned to be acquired early by signing a Memorandum of Understand-MOU (Annex iii)
between the AP, GMC and PMU before the conclusion of the land acquisition process to allow
for the bridge construction work to start and compensation will be paid to the AP under land
acquisition process of Moragoda canal. It is planned to complete all compensation activities
of Moragoda canal before end of April 2016. There are no any other severe impacts on project
influence area. But traffic inconvenience can be occurred during construction. The viable
mitigation measures have proposed for all identified issues in social impact mitigation plans.
This bridge provides connectivity to Galle town and the following peripheral cities of
Galle.
 Galle to Yakkalamulla, Akuressa
 Galle to Mapalagama
 Galle to Yakkalamulla
 Galle to Waduramba, Baddegama
 Galle to Waduramba, Yakkalamulla
 Galle to Thalagaha
 Gall to Pitigala
 Galle to Karapitiya via Richmond Kanda
Also it provides access to long distance areas such as Kataragama, Tissamaharama,
Hambantota etc. In addition, the important institutions such as Karapitiya Hospital, Medical
Faculty, Labuduwa Agricultural farm, newly established provincial administrative complex,
Agrarian service centre and famous school Labudoowa Siridhamma need to be accessed
through this road and crossing the bridge. And also school transport services for seven
leading schools of the city use this road and the bridge. According to Southern Province
Passengers’ Transport Authority’s records, nearly 75 turns of public transport buses drive over
this bridge per day in several turns each. Considerable number of other types of vehicles passes
this bridge daily.
Alternative traffic arrangements for public transportation will be arranged via Kahaduwawatta
bridges especially for public transport buses during bridge construction period. Other types of
vehicle and pedestrians can use the by-pass road from Beligaha Bridge via Didiswatta Bridge to
Meeranmaduwa junction. In addition to that a temporary bridge will be installed to maintain
6

road connections and its cost is included in the BOQ. The Contractor and the traffic Police are
responsible to inform the public about traffic arrangements and control of daily traffic to avoid
traffic congestion and inconveniences for Beligaha bridge users.
The proposed bridge width will be 10m, span is 15.5m and height is 1.7m MSL. The existing
water supply line and telecom line are planned to be replaced to allow smooth flow of the
canal.
Plate 02: Current Status of Beligaha Bridge

2.2 Samagiwatta Bridge
Samagiwaththa Bridge is situated across the Moragoda canal in the Dangedara East GND. It
connects the Samagiwaththa and Maligaspe GNDs and road is maintained by GMC.
Pedestrians, Bikes and Three-wheelers only can use this bridge as it is weak and narrow.
Currently this bridge is facilitates access to about 500 families in Dangedara, Maligaspe and
Milidduwa GNDs and it cuts down the travel time and cost. This bridge connects Baddegama
road and Moris road. There is no public transportation service via this bridge. Especially
Moragoda canal’s flow is disturbed as narrow span and lower level of bridge deck and during
flood season, public cannot use this bridge.
The existing width of the bridge is 2m, with a span of 12.43m and a height of 1.39m MSL. Bridge
is constructed with two spans and its pier act as real barrier to canal flow. One family is living
on left bank of canal and closer to the bridge but there is no impact during construction period.
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On the right bank of the canal, there is a temple but it will not be affected. There is one
electricity post near the bridge and it needs to be shifted during construction. CEB submitted the
cost estimate for electricity post shifting and it has been included in the BOQ. CEB is responsible to
shifting the post without electricity supply interruption.

One water supply connection of household will be affected during construction. Re-fixing of
household water supply connection has been included in the bridge’s cost estimate and it is planned
to complete all replacement work within a day.

The proposed bridge’s width will be 4.4m, with a span of 15.5m and a height of 1.7m MSL. After
bridge construction, other types of vehicle except three-wheelers, motor bikes can use this
bridge. Therefore it is necessary to erect a protection wall adjacent to household boundary to
avoid accidents. Measures mitigate issues arising during construction are included in the social
impact mitigation plan.
Already this bridge facilitates travel for motorcyclists, three-wheelers and pedestrians.
Therefore a temporary bridge is planned to be installed and its cost has been included in BOQ.
Existing bridge will be demolished after installation of the the temporary bridge.
Plate 3: Current Status of Samagiwatta Bridge

2.3 Kanampitiya Bridge
This bridge is situated between Thanipolgaha Junction and Kanampitiya near the Muslim
mosque in the Makuluwa and Milidduwa GNDs. The existing width of the bridge is 3.6m and it
can pass only one vehicle. The width of the bridge is not sufficient for two way traffic
movement. With the reconstruction of the bridge, two vehicles can move at a time. This
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will be particularly beneficial for government office staff to report for work on time and
the school community to attend their classes at the proper time.
The existing span of bridge is 17.1m. There are two piers and three spans for the bridge. Existing
height is 1.64m MSL. Due to narrow span and two piers, this bridge is a bottle neck for canal
flow. For improving canal flow, this barrier needs to be removed. The proposed span of the
bridge will be 19.0m with a height of 1.7m. No public transport buses operate over this bridge
but many other types of vehicles run over this bridge every day.
During the construction period, three households will be affected with their access to homes
and it is planned to arrange temporary access for these APs. The cost will be borne by the
contractor. Six households and one mosque will be affected by noise and dust during
construction period. Contractor will be early informed to make precautions by sprinkling water
in regular intervals, display sign boards and use machineries with low noise. (BOQ have allocated
cost for these operations). Current users of the bridge will be interrupted during construction

period. Non public transportation services use this bridge. Vehicles and pedestrians can use
many alternative roads: one road is via Thanipolgaha junction to Morris road, Baddegama road
and Galle road. Other one is via Sadujana Mawatha to Morris road or via Makuluwa to
Udugama road. No severe impact on traffic during construction when alternative roads are
used by travellers. The GMC, and the Contractor and traffic Police will notify the public on
traffic arrangements and the control of traffic to avoid traffic congestion and inconveniences
for Kanampitiya bridge users during construction period.
One family (D. Paranawithana) will be affected, as 0.36 perches of their land (out of 23
perches land plot) needs to be acquired. And also their entrance gate, Wall and the
gabion wall will be partially affected. The affected household consists of the head of
household who is a policeman, his wife who self-employed and produces mosquito nets and
a son and a daughter who are still studying. The AP has agreed to donate the 0.36 perches
of land voluntarily to the GMC for bridge construction activities and the damage structures with
access will be reconstructed to a better condition at the cost of the contractor.
Another family (K.G.R.M.I. Priyadarshani) will be affected with the acquisition of 0.5 perches of
her vacant land totalling to 34 perches in extent. The household consists of the head of the
household who is a Grama Niladari, his wife, a government employee, two children who are
schooling and the mother-in-law of the household head. This land plot is to be acquired under
the Moragoda Ela rehabilitation Project. Land acquisition process for Moragoda Ela has already
been started. This affected land plot is planned to acquire early before the land acquisition
process is over by signing MOU (Annex iii) between the AP, GMC and the PMU to allow for
bridge construction work to start and compensation will be paid to the AP under land
acquisition process of Moragoda canal before end of April 2016.
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Two water supply lines, one electricity line and one telecom post situated on either side of road
need to be relocated. . The Water Supply and Drainage Board, CEB and the Sri Lanka Telecom
submitted cost estimate for shifting their service lines and costs are included in the BOQ.
Plate 4: Current Status of Kanampitiya Bridge

3. Subproject Justification
There several incidents of flooding in the city related to the mismanagement or lack of
maintenance the canal. The existing condition of the canal and the bridges cannot cater the
arisen problem and urgent involvement should be taken up to solve this aggravated issue.
During flood affected period, the properties and assets of the people get damaged
causing financial problems while normal living style get disturbed with floods. Once the
flood is gradually drained off , severe health and sanitation issues and water borne
diseases like fever, diarrhoea, Hepatitis, Dengue etc.… get spread causing a vulnerable
situation in the area. According to Medical Officer of Health (MOH) in GMC, 25% of dengue
prevention cost in GMC area is spent on Moragoda canal adjacent areas. Ground water table
is comparatively high in this area and overflow of toilet pits create severe health and
environment problem. This project is aiming to address above social, environmental and health
issues.
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During the monsoon rain seasons, the capacity of the bridge is not sufficient to flow
the storm water, as a result of this, the surrounding area and gets flooded creating a
serious health and sanitation problems
becoming a vulnerable situation to the
surrounding people. Aftereffects of the floods creates serious health and sanitation
hazards causing disease outbreaks of the area mostly children becoming vulnerable to
the situation.
On the other hand, the present width of the bridges is not sufficient to meet the demand
of the traffic especially in the morning and in the afternoon where most of the office
staff and the school community spending a lot of time to cross the bridges. The main
reason for this is the width of the bridges is sufficient only for passing one vehicle at a
time and other vehicles have to be stayed at the other side of the bridge. This situation
has resulted wasting of productive time for people of the area especially studying time
for school community. The project is scheduled to complete within nine months and
construction schedule is attached herewith.
The following table shows a comparison of present status of the three bridges and the changes
to be made to the bridges under the proposed project.
Table 01: Existing & Proposed Dimensions of Bridges

No
.
1
2
3

Name of the Bridge
Beligaha
Samagiwatta
Kannanpitiya

Existing (m)
Height
Width Span
(MSL)
3.6
9.0
1.4
2.0
12.43
1.39
3.6
17.1
1.64

Proposed (m)
Height
Width Span
(MSL)
10.0
15.5
1.7
4.4
15.5
1.7
8.8
19.0
1.7

4. Socio- Economics Profile of the Project Area
Of a total population of 26,588 in nine GNDs in the Kadawathsathara DSD, 1512 of them are
directly affected by the Moragoda canal rehabilitation activities. Among them are 776 males
and 736 females. This population constitutes 203 Households.
The educational background of the APs’ of Moragoda canal rehabilitation project is that about
1.35% is illiterate; 56% have studied up to G.C.E.O/L; 19.7% has passed G.C.E. (O/L); and
another 19% has passed G.C.E. (A/L). Only 4% of the population has studied up to Graduate
level.
The survey data revealed that among APs of Moragoda canal rehabilitation project, only two
HHs are having relatively low income (less than SLR 10,000 per month) and 31 of HHs are having
11

high levels of incomes (SLR 15,001-25,000 per month). There are eleven HHs who are not
settled yet and not declared their income. The rest of the HHs is having the income level
between LKR 25,001 to 50,000 per month.
There is only one PAH-title holder identified under re-construction of Beligaha Bridge. The land
is rented out for a car sale and PAH is not occupied on affected land. The land owner is
businessmen and he belongs to high income level and his monthly income level is above SLR
200,000.
There is no PAH identified under the subproject of re-construction of Samagiwatta Bridge.
There are two PAH- tittle holders identified under re-construction of Kanampitiya Bridge. One
family, father is policemen and mother is doing self-employment (Sewing). Two children (Son
and Daughter) are still schooling. The other PAH consist with 05 member, both wife and
husband are government servants, two children (Son and Daughter) are schooling and one
elder women is living there.

5. Subproject Impacts
The PAH identified under re-construction of Beligaha Bridge is title holder. About 17.7 m2 (0.7
perches) of land extend will be acquired under LAA.
There are two PAH identified under re-construction of Kanampitiya Bridge and both of them
are titleholders. One PAH donated voluntarily affected portion of land- 9.10 m2 (0.36perches)
to GMC but boundary wall and gabion wall of this PAH will be partially affected. The contractor
will be responsible to rehabilitate the damage structures up to its original conditions and the
cost has included the subproject’s estimate. The land extend of 12.6m2 (0.5 perches) belongs
to second PAH will be acquired under LAA for Kanampitiya Bridge construction subproject.
These land acquisition activities are being implementing under Moragoda canal rehabilitation
subproject too. Since this bridges reconstruction subproject is planned to start earlier than
Moragoda canal subproject start, SCDP facilitated to sign MOU among SCDP, GMC and the land
owners to take land plots before compensation activities completed. This MOU ensure the
compensation payment with all rights to APs according to LAA.
All the temporary impact and the mitigation measures identified under this subproject are included to
social safeguard implementation plan. (Table 02)
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5.1 Positive Social impact
The positive social impacts of the proposed project are manifold benefiting vast number
of people
1. Avoid flood damages of the area during rainy seasons
2.Provide efficient transportation avenues for the office staff, school community and
other stakeholders of the area.
3. Time saving time with reduced traffic congestion
4. Develop healthy environment for the residents of the area.
5. Ensure pedestrian safety.
6. Improve and expand livelihood opportunities for the people of the area by cutting
down transport time & cost due overcome of traffic congestion.
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6. Mitigation Measures
Plan for implementation of social safeguards.
Table 2: Adverse social impacts and mitigation measures

Name of the
Adverse Impacts
Mitigation Measures
Bridge
1.Samagiwawat i. Temporary Social Impactsta
 During the construction period  Already this bridge facilitates travel for motorcyclists,
considerable number of families face
three-wheelers and pedestrians. A temporary bridge
access and transport difficulties
will be installed and its cost has been included in the
BOQ. Existing bridge will be demolished after
installation of the temporary bridge
 Four families and one temple will be
exposed to noise and dust.
 Contractor will be early informed to make
precautions by sprinkling water in regular intervals,
display sign boards and use machinery with low
noise. (BOQ has allocated funds for these operations).
 Utilities
- One household water connection will  Project will bear the cost of re-fixing the household
be affected
water supply connection within a day
- One electricity post of CEB needs to
be relocated.

 Project will bear the cost of relocating the electricity
post and CEB will relocate and restore the service
without delay.

ii. Permanent Social Impacts.
After construction of the bridge, other
 Project will bear the cost of construction of a
types of vehicle will travel over the
protection wall at the boundary of AP’s land to
bridge and traffic increase will risk the
minimize the impact
14

Responsibilit
y

Time
frame

PMU/
Contractor

During
construction

PMU/
Contractor

During
construction

PMU/
Contractor/
Water Board

During
construction

PMU/
Contractor/
CEB

During
construction

PMU/
Contractor

During
construction

safety of one
Weerawickrama).

2.Beligaha

Household

(P.

i. Temporary Social Impacts
 During the construction period, around 
75 public transportation buses and a
considerable number of other vehicles
and pedestrians travelling will be 
interrupted daily. The business
activities of the filling station situated
near bridge will be temporary affected. 

Alternative traffic arrangement for public
transportation will be arranged via Kahaduwawatta
bridges.
Other types of vehicle and pedestrians can use the bypass road from Beligaha Bridge via Didiswatta Bridge
to Meeranmaduwa junction.
In addition, a temporary bridge will be installed to
maintain road connection and its cost has been
included in the BOQ
 Public will be notified of the the traffic arrangements
and traffic will be managed to avoid traffic congestion
 Community around the site get exposed
and inconveniences for Beligaha bridge users.
to noise and dust particle pollution.
 Contractor will be early informed to make
precautions by sprinkling water in
regular
intervals, display sign boards and use machineries
with low noise. (BOQ have allocated funds for these
operations).
 Utilities
- Two water supply lines will be relocated  Project will bear the cost of relocation and the Water
Supply and Drainage Board will relocate and restore
the service without delay.
- One electricity post will be relocated.
 Project will bear the cost of relocation and the CEB
will relocate and restore the service without delay.
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SPRTA/RDA/
PMU/
Contractor
GMC/ PMU/
Contractor

During
Construction
During
Construction

PMU/
Contractor

During
Construction

PMU/
Contractor/
Traffic Police

During
Construction

PMU/
Contractor

During
Construction

PMU/
Contractor/
Water Board
PMU/

During
construction
During
construction

- A telecommunication service line with 
the accessories will be relocated.

ii. Permanent Social Impacts.

- 0.7 perches of a total land of 16.5
perches will be acquired. At present,
the property is rented out for a car sale.

3.Kananpitiya
bridge

i. Temporary Social Impacts During the construction period, three 
households will temporarily lose their
access to residences Six families and 
one mosque will be exposed to noise
and dust particle pollution.

 During the construction period, 
temporary
interruptions
to
a
considerable number of vehicles and
pedestrians travelling on the road.



 Utilities

Project will bear the relocation cost and the Sri Lanka Contractor/
Telecom will relocate and restore the service without CEB
PMU/
delay.
Contractor/
Telecom
Land acquisitions process for Moragoda Ela has
already begun. This affected land plot is planned to PMU/ EAC/
be acquired early by signing a MOU between AP, GMC GMC
and PMU to allow bridge construction work to start
and compensation will be paid to the AP under land
acquisition process of Moragoda canal.
Contractor will provided a temporary access road to
the three households
Contractor will be early informed to make
precautions by sprinkling water in
regular
intervals, display sign boards and use machinery
with low noise. (BOQ has allocated funds for these
operations).
Vehicles and pedestrians can use many alternative
roads: one road is via Thanipolgaha junction to Morris
road, Baddegama road and Galle road. Other one is
via Sadujana Mawatha to Morris road or via
Makuluwa to Udugama road. No severe impact on
traffic during construction.
Public will be notified of the the traffic arrangements
and traffic will be managed to avoid traffic congestion
and inconveniences for Kanampitiya bridge users.
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During
construction
Before end
of April 2016

PMU/
Contractor

During
construction

PMU/
Contractor

During
construction

PMU/
Contractor

During
construction

PMU/
Contractor/
Traffic Police

During
construction

- Two water supply lines will be relocated 


- One electricity post will be relocated


- One Telecom post will be relocated

Project will bear the cost of relocation and the
National Water Supply and Drainage Board will
relocate and restore the service without delay.
Project will bear the cost of relocation and the CEB
will relocate and restore the service without delay.

Project will bear the cost of relocation and the Sri
Lanka Telecom will relocate and restore the service
without delay. .

PMU/
During
Contractor/ Construction
Water Board

PMU/
Contractor/
CEB

During
Construction

PMU/
Contractor/
Telecom

During
Construction

ii. Permanent Social Impacts.

 0.36 perches of land out of 23 perches
will be acquired. And the APs gate, Wall
and the gabion wall will be partially
affected.

 0.5 perches of vacant land out of 34
perches will be acquired..
-

AP has donated the 0.36 perches of land plot
voluntarily to GMC for bridge construction activities PMU/
and the damaged structures with house access will be Contractor/
reconstructed by the contractor to a better condition. GMC
Land acquisitions process for Moragoda Ela has
already begun. This affected land plot is planned to be PMU/
acquired early by signing a MOU between AP, GMC GMC
and PMU to allow bridge construction work and
compensation will be paid to the AP under land
acquisition process of Moragoda canal.
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During
Construction

EAC/ Before End
of April 2015

7. Conclusion
The investment for the construction of three bridges across the Moragoda canal is a
productive infrastructure bringing several benefits. Project will have only with experiencing
small scale temporary adverse impacts during civil works construction period. All the
information provided in this report ensures that there is no violation of World Bank
policies OP 12 and OP 10 in any means by investing in this development project. The sub
project is Categorized as C project, and therefore no RP is required.,Therefore, it is
recommended to move forward to the next steps of the project.
Prepared by:

W.K.G. Jayantha
APD (Social)
Date: 14/08/2015
Approved by:

Pradeep Hettiarachchi
(Deputy Project Director /Social, SCDP)
Date: 15 August 2015
Approved by:

Archt. Anura Dassanayake
(Project Director, SCDP)
15 August 2015
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Annex 01: Social Impact Screening Check list:
Probable Involuntary Resettlement Effects

Yes No

Will the sub-project include any physical
construction work?
Does the sub-project include upgrading or
rehabilitation of existing physical facilities?
Is the sub-project likely to cause any damage
to or loss of housing, other assets, resource
use?
Is the site for chosen for this work free from
encumbrances and is in possession of the
government/Municipality?
If the site is privately owned, will this be
purchased or obtained through voluntary
donation?



If the land parcel has to be acquired, is the
actual plot size and ownership status known?
Is land for material mobilization or transport
for the civil work available within the existing
plot/ Right of Way?
Are there any non-titled people who
living/doing business on the proposed site for
civil work?
Will there be loss of /damage to agricultural
lands, standing crops, trees?
Will there be loss of incomes and livelihoods?
Will people permanently or temporarily lose
access to facilities, services, or natural
resources?










At Kanampitiya-One
land plot was donated
voluntarily and two
other plots will be
acquired under land
acquisition act









Does the Urban Local Body have its own 
procedures for land acquisition?
Are there any previous land acquisitions under
this subproject?
Any indigenous people affected?
18

Not
Details
Known

Only 3 HHs temporary
lose their access
(Details included in
the report)
General
procedure
under LAA



Whether the affected land/structure owners 
likely to lose less than 10% of their
land/structure area.
If so, are these land / structure owners willing to
voluntarily donate the required land for this subproject?

Is any temporary impact likely?



Only one household
will donate
such as dust, noise,
and alteration of
accessibility

Public utilities affected
Yes
(will be replaced with
project cost)

-

No of squatters affected

No of houses affected

-

-

Forestland required in
Sq. m.

-

No of other structures
affected

Governmental and
required in Sq. m.

03

02

No of
Land owners
losingmorethan10% of
Land area

No of shops affected

Private and required
In Sq. m.
30 Sq. m.

-

Components
of the Sub
Project
Compensations will be
paid under Moragoda
canal Rehabilitation
subproject

E. Estimates of Specific Impacts

F. Information on Affected persons
Any estimate of the likely number of households that will be affected by the sub project?
[ ] No.[ ] Yes. If yes, approximately how many?

03

No. of HHs losing <10% of their productive assets
(land/cowshed/shops)

03

No. of HHs losing 10% or more of their productive assets? No

Are any vulnerable households affected? [√ ] No. [ ]Yes. If yes, please briefly
describe their situation with estimate numbers of HHs? No
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What are the needs and priorities for social and economic betterment of
vulnerable people who are affected by this project?

H. Decision on categorization
After reviewing the answers above, it is determined that the sub project is:
[ ] Categorized as an A project, a full resettlement plan is required
[ ] Categorized as a B project, a short resettlement plan is required
[√]Categorized as an C project, no RP is required, Only Due Diligence Report is
required
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Annex 02: Designs of Bridges
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Annex 03: Memorandum of Understanding prepare for prior land acquisition
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Annex 04: Consent letter from GMC
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